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to Ron Senugetuk

In honor of his commitment to nurturing great artists and 
encouraging them to reach farther and to resist the confines of 
colonization and categorization. 

Born in Wales, Alaska, Ron Senungetuk grew up with traditional 
Iñupiaq values. He was sent to study at the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs high school in Sitka. Senungetuk then received his 
Bachelor of Fine Arts from the School for American Craftsman 
at the Rochester Institute of Technology, and a degree from 
Statens Handverks og Kunstindustri Skole, Oslo, Norway, where 
he studied sculpture and metalsmithing. Senungetuk founded 
and directed the University of Alaska Fairbanks Native Arts 
Center and was head of the UAF Art Department from 1977 
until his retirement in 1986. He has been a teacher, mentor, and 
supporter of many. He took me under his wing when he moved 
to Homer about 20 years ago, helping me make Bunnell Street 
Arts Center more progressive and inclusive. I am grateful for his 
guidance.

and to my parents
Carlos and Karla Freeman

Growing up in Alaska in a cabin my father built surrounded by 
miles of wilderness, I listened to stories. There was no television. 
Inside our cabin, my mother was producing radio. She recorded 
and edited dozens of tapes of Alaska Native Elders, leaders and 
artists sharing stories of survival and struggle to keep families 
and communities together in the context of colonization.1 
These stories of strength and inexorable connection to the land 
shaped me and reinforced the privileges of my upbringing, 
ultimately leading me to art and curatorial practice in Alaska.

    Asia Freeman, Curator
Artistic/Executive Director                                                            
Bunnell Street Arts Center

1 The People Speak, Stories of Transition and Change, produced for pubic radio 
by Karla Moss Freeman, with support of the Alaska Humanities Forum, KBBI 
public radio, and the National Endowment for the Humanities, 1978-1984.

Decolonizing Alaska is made possible with the 
visionary support of Bunnell Street Arts Center, 
its Board, Advisory Council, artists, staff and 
volunteers. The exhibit and tour has been at 
least three years in development and many, 
many hours of correspondence, grant-writing, 
budgeting, and planning. I have been deeply 
encouraged by our shared commitment to this 
work.

The Rasmuson Foundation provided leadership 
support by underwriting project development 
and by providing matching funds for the 
Alaska tour through a Harper grant. Special 
thanks to Jayson Smart for carrying Rasmuson’s 
Alaska Arts and Culture Initiative forward with 
support of the Board and staff of Rasmuson 
Foundation, especially Diane Kaplan, CEO. 
Rasmuson Foundation has invested so deeply 
in strengthening Alaska it is impossible to 
imagine our vibrant cultural landscape without 
Rasmuson support at all levels. Most of the 
artists in this show are Rasmuson Fellows, 
awardees of individual project and fellowship 
grants.

Thank you to The CIRI Foundation for 
underwriting the publications and educational 
outreach for this project. The CIRI Foundation, 
with Susan Anderson at the helm, has 
a leadership role in supporting cultural 
preservation. A Heritage Grant from The CIRI 
Foundation supports the printing and design 
of exhibition catalog and curriculum guide. 
A Journey to What Matters grant supports 
educational outreach activities including a 
workshop at each of the exhibit tour venues. 
Special thanks to Nadia Jackinsky Sethi, 
Program Officer at The CIRI Foundation, for 
championing this project.

I am indebted to Valdez Museum and Historical 
Archive. Executive Director Patricia Relay and 

   D E D I C A T E D            T H A N K     Y O U 

Exhibits Curator, Andrew Goldstein provided 
invaluable advice and resources at every level of 
this project’s development. Their professionalism 
and generosity evidence a deep commitment to 
Alaska’s culture.

Director of the Corcoran School of Arts and 
Design at the George Washington University, 
curator Sanjit Sethi has my sincere admiration 
for his many exemplary projects to create space 
for the “contested conversations” of cultural 
systems. I am grateful and deeply inspired by his 
commitment to expanding this space to include 
Alaska’s voices in this conversation.

I have consistently found the Alaska State 
Museum and its staff to be supportive of my 
work as a curator, and eager to share and 
promote outstanding Alaskan art. Thank you 
especially to curators Steve Henrickson and 
Jackie Manning.

Decolonizing Alaska’s in-state tour is made 
possible with funding by Rasmuson Foundation 
through the Harper Arts Touring Fund 
administered by Alaska State Council on the 
Arts. Thank you to the ASCA staff, especially 
Laura Forbes and Saunders McNeil, for guidance 
and counsel.

Thank to Ketchikan Area Arts and Humanities 
Council, the University of Alaska Museum of the 
North and the Center for Contemporary Art & 
Culture at Pacific Northwest College of Art for 
exhibiting Decolonizing Alaska.

I am deeply inspired by the strength of Alaska’s 
art community, a bright constellation of creative 
visionaries that connects and illuminates Alaska’s 
distinct landscapes.

    
    Asia Freeman, Curator

Artistic/Executive Director                                                            
Bunnell Street Arts Center

D E C O L O N I Z I N G
A L A S K A

 
Decolonizing Alaska is an important exhibition for Alaska 
to encourage discussion about decolonization for Alaska’s 
Indigenous peoples through the arts.

When Alaska was colonized by pioneers, outsiders tried 
to change us to American ways of thinking and being. 
We were still functioning as people of the land. Along the 
way, Alaska Native art, as we know it, became art of their 
choice, not necessarily ours. It became commercialized, 
for example, and sometimes not meaningful to us, except 
for meager pay in return. And then we said goodbye to 
the meaningful art of our ancestors. We no longer had that 
value of hunting or relationships with hunted and what 
we wanted. We became producers of remnants of our art 
form.

This show Decolonizing Alaska is recognizing that Alaska 
Native artists, or any artists in Alaska, must go back to value 
of art, in the meaningful sense to the artmaker. We’re no 
longer making just ivory seals and totem pole models. 
We want to be recognized as artists. We don’t want to 
be labeled as souvenir artists, which has been going on 
as long as colonization. We want to go beyond that. We 
are equipping ourselves with MFAs, which recognizes a 
broader sense of art in the world. Other ethnic groups such 
as Saamis and Northern Canadians are entering into the 
realm of free art of their choice. We are redefining ideas 
put forth by colonizers about what Alaska Native art is or 
can be. We are free to choose how we want to represent 
ourselves. We don’t have to be defined by outsiders.

    Ron Senungetuk
Professor of Art, Emeritus,                                              
University of Alaska Fairbanks



As the world’s attention shifts to the shrinking polar ice cap 
and the future of our planet, Alaska’s place in the world has 
moved from the fringe to the center. Widely considered a 
“resource state,” rich in extracts such as gold, fish, timber and 
oil, Alaska has been colonized for centuries by forces that 
divide and dominate this state’s identity.

Colonization of Alaska began in the mid 1700’s when Russian 
explorers began exporting furs and enslaving Alaska Natives. 
Extractive industries expanded in Alaska’s Territorial years, 
from gold to fish, timber and oil. Establishing Alaska Native 
claims to the land by transferring titles to Alaska Native 
Regional Corporation, ANCSA was signed into law in 1971, 
intending to resolve the long-standing issues surrounding 
Aboriginal land claims in Alaska, as well as to stimulate 
economic development throughout Alaska. Many have 
argued however, that ANCSA promoted cultural genocide by 
undermining tribal law. Arctic Village Chief Evon Peter wrote, 
“in an attempt to legitimize United States ownership of land 
in Alaska, Congress unilaterally enacted ANCSA... During 
the discussion and formation of this legislation the Alaska 
Indigenous nations were not involved. Furthermore, this 
legislation was never legitimately agreed upon between the 
Alaska Indigenous Nations and the United States.”1 

Alaska’s art market has for decades reflected the colonization 
and repression that has defined the industrialization of Alaska. 
The art market is heavily invested in selling and exporting 
reductive ideas of Alaska. Rather than mostly focusing on what 
artists are making, the market appeals to what consumers 
want to buy:  a stereotypical idea of Alaska featuring dogsleds 
and Eskimos, igloos and objects of Native iconography often 
reproduced abroad. In reality, Alaska artists propose expansive 
ideas of Alaska culture and people in art that explores both 
endangered traditions and new constructs of identity. Alaska’s 
artists are exploring a confluence of indigenous and global 
materials. They are expanding and redefining the roles of 
tradition and technology to explore difficult territories and 
express new ways of being. 

When Alaska was colonized by pioneers, outsiders tried to 
change us to American ways of thinking and being. We were 
still functioning as people of the land. Along the way, Alaska 
Native art, as we know it, became art of their choice, not 
necessarily ours. – Ron Senungetuk, August 27, 2014

If colonization is a interaction between “colonizing” and 
“colonized” then decolonization requires the concerted 
efforts and profound participation of all. Thus, the exhibit 
is necessarily diverse and forefronts artists inspired by new 
and old, local and global technologies and materials. In 

Decolonizing Alaska, artists refute stereotypical ideas of Alaska, 
and challenge racism and commodification of Alaska in myriad 
respects. Artists have an important role to play in educating the 
public that decolonization entails broad-based and cohesive 
support.

Decolonizing Alaska celebrates artists who face the future as 
colorful, resilient inventors, redefining Alaska art on their own 
terms. Working as curator for 25 years, I’m fascinated by how 
artists continually innovate.  These artists are shaping their own 
stories, while challenging and expanding historic definitions of 
Alaska art. This exhibit is not a comprehensive representation 
of Alaska art and/or artists addressing decolonization. It is 
an exhibit of artists who self-identify with this theme. These 
artists ask how museums and galleries should tell the story of 
colonization, and challenge the museum tradition of exoticizing 
Native art through exclusive display and discussion.2

We are redefining ideas put forth by colonizers about what 
Alaska Native art is or can be. We are free to choose how we 
want to represent ourselves. We don’t have to be defined by 
outsiders. – Ron Senungetuk, August 27, 2014

As Alaskans, these “decolonizing” artists join the global 
debates of cultural theorists who challenge the ways museum 
and gallery spaces continue to perpetuate colonization by 
demarcating specific spaces for Indigenous art.

Culture cannot be contained as it unfolds. My art enters 
this stream at many different points, looking backwards, 
looking forwards, generating its own sound and motion. I 
am inspired by generations of Tlingit and Unangax creativity 
and contribute to this wealthy conversation through active 
curiosity. There is no room in this exploration for the tired 
prescriptions of the ‘Indian Art World’ and its institutions. 
Through creating I assert my freedom. – Nicolas Galanin, 2015

This exhibit is inspired by the idea that artists can and should 
challenge expectations of how Native art, or any art, should 
look. Around the world artists are creating works that aim 
to challenge colonization as it affects traditional museum 
practices.  For a couple decades, cultural theorists have been 
writing about colonization within the museum.3  Artists are 
theorists too, mapping and writing about decolonizing in their 
bodies of work.

One example is Decolonizing the Exhibition, a small, student-
curated exhibition at the Vassar College’s Frances Lehman 
Loeb Art Center. This exhibit invited diverse students in an art 
theory class to curate an exhibition.  Drawing from the Edward 
J. Guarino Collection of Inuit Art, the exhibit centered on 
contemporary Inuit prints and drawings and surveys a wide 
range of what Inuit works on paper can look like – figurative, 

C U R A T O R ’ S  S T A T E M E N T

abstract, totemic, and mysterious. The resulting exhibit was 
full of surprises in that all of the artwork, although created by 
Indigenous artists, did not reveal itself as such. “We have these 
expectations of what Native people should be thinking about, 
should be rendering,” Professor/Curator Molly McGlennen 
said.  Speaking of works in the show Decolonizing the 
Exhibition she stated, “I like ‘Pitseolak’s Glasses’ and ‘35/36’ 
because they don’t necessarily register in a viewer’s eye 
or mind as ‘Native art.’ These two pieces unsettle people’s 
preconceived notions about what Native art should be or look 
like.”4

It’s time to empower artists as the central theorists, the primary 
producers of representation. The challenge is not left to Alaska 
Native artists alone. Excluding non-Native artists from the 
conversation only perpetuates colonization. The impact of the 
debate and the effort to resist colonization will be as big as the 
span of its engagement.

In the business of this ‘Indian Art World’ I have become 
impatient with the institutional prescription and its 
monolithic attempt to define culture as it unfolds.  Native 
American Art will not be commonly defined as our work 
moves freely through time.  The viewer, collector, or curators’ 
definition often conveys more about themselves than that of 
the ‘Native Artist’. – Nicolas Galanin, 2015

A purest definition of decolonization acknowledges the 
sovereignty of Aboriginal peoples and their right to self-
determination and the extraction of influence or interference 
from outsiders. Redefining the term and re-framing the 
conversation exerts influence, which is itself an ironic act 
of colonization. Maybe the conversation is more about a 
convergence of cultural values with art at the intersection. 
In this exhibit a new generation of artists represent a new 
reality and truth – the multiple influences in our work, 
discarding a colonial model which defines art in terms of 
geographic boundaries, racial, ethnic, and cultural controls.  
– Sheryl Maree Reily, October 2, 2015

Alaska artists seek a positive, open forum for self-definition. 
Decolonizing Alaska shows a new generation facing forward 
and embracing adaptation and reinvention. The cross-
pollination and hybridization between Indigenous and global 
materials and technologies is moving from the margin to the 
center of discussion.

The shared innovations, unconventional materials and 
profound respect in this exhibit dismantles a hierarchy of 
colonization and celebrates a new era. Through an attitude 
of honesty, inquiry, and inclusion something new is growing. 
What is an appropriate name for this confluence? Artists offer 
compelling ideas.

I wonder if the term decolonization adequately equates 
or describes the exact intention of honoring and inclusion 
of all that is “Alaskan” and showcasing the emergence of 
new definitions of sovereignty within the arts. It seems like 
there might be a better word than decolonization. There 
also seems to be a polemical insider/outsider component 
to this conversation. The Alaska vernacular refers to things 
being “outside” and a strong unifying resistance to these 
forces unites Alaskans; where the meaning of outside equals 
unwanted controls based on a colonial model. – Sheryl 
Maree Reily, October 2, 2015

I am going with the theme of “Indigenizing” rather than 
Decolonizing. I love the positive spin it adds to the 
conversation. – Teri Rofkar, April 15, 2015

As we grapple with challenges of living at the leading edge of 
global environmental and social change, Alaska’s traditional 
arts and technologies, which depend on the complex web of 
a healthy ecosystem, are more vulnerable than ever.  Yet, in 
Alaska’s diverse artistic production we see courage, ambition 
and ingenuity blazing from one generation of artists to the 
next, leaping across vast geographic distances and cultural 
experiences. Artistic invention and imagination are reshaping 
traditions and infusing Alaska with resilience. May new 
possibilities for cultural identity and sustainability emerge in 
an environment of respect and innovation.

1 Peter, Evon, The Colonization of Alaska Natives, University of Alaska, 2007

2 Decolonizing Museums, Representing Native America in National and Tribal 
Museums (University of North Carolina Press, 2012), Amy Lonetree, associate 
professor of American studies at the University of California, Santa Cruz, examines 
the complexities of these new relationships with an eye toward exploring how 
museums can grapple with centuries of unresolved trauma as they tell the stories 
of Native peoples.

3 Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous 
Peoples (Saint Martins Press, 1999, 2012), is an academic text that aims to disrupt 
the dehumanizing gaze of “objective” research.research.  I add that artists take that 

4 NY Times, Calling It Art, Not ‘Native American Art,’ A Review of ‘Decolonizing the 
Exhibition’ at Vassar College in Poughkeepsie, Sylviane Goldjan. January 17, 2014

B Y  A S I A  F R E E M A N



I am not an Alaskan. Neither do I 
belong to any of the Indigenous 
communities that call this region 
home. Yet, as a first-generation 
child of immigrants to this country 
and as a creative practitioner 
committed to discourses around 
identity, making, and community, I 
am passionate about the dialogues 
that Decolonizing Alaska engages 
with. For the past twenty years I have 
been invested in understanding 
how cultural systems operate and 
the way creativity engages with 
those systems. Cultural systems are 
complicated and interconnected, 
sticky and asymmetrical, poetic 
and formidable. These systems 
are inherently laced with memory, 
trauma, testimony, and space. The 
space cultural systems occupy is 
almost always a contested one, 
which begs for the establishment of 
constellations and relationships in 
ways that only creative practitioners 
can provide. The exhibition 
Decolonizing Alaska presents a 
series of these relationships from 
thoughtful creative practitioners in 
provocative ways.

There has never been a more 
important time to talk about Alaska 
Native histories and narratives, 
which have otherwise remained 
unseen, hidden, or overlooked. 
Our current socio-political climate 
has created a space where public 
vitriol, castigation, scrutiny and 
marginalizing of “the other” have 
picked up a dangerous degree of 

momentum. A true response to 
these socio-political conditions 
comes not only from social media 
and traditional forms of protest, 
but also from the thoughtful 
investment of diverse, creative 
practitioners. Artists who truly 
believe in something and are willing 
to make themselves vulnerable 
have the ability to access a very 
personal and sincere response 
to discourses around who we are 
as a culture and how we react to 
collective traumas of our pasts, 
whether they are traumas we have 
faced last week or three generations 
ago. Artists also have a unique 
ability to explore questions about 
how those traumas have been 
imposed by the state and how we 
assert our identities in ways that 
reveal complexities. The artists in 
the Decolonizing Alaska exhibition 
are not alone and not the first to 
have addressed their identities in a 
post-colonial context. However, they 
present an important and nuanced 
perspective on colonialism in this 
often misunderstood region.

Choices of materiality make 
powerful political statements in 
this exhibition. What we see here 
is cultural appropriation that acts 
not in some type of vacuum, but 
rather is activated and electrified by 
a personal connection to materials 
and techniques. In Decolonizing 
Alaska process is not ancillary to 
the object, but is the object: Put in 
another way, material and process 

alongside the personal histories 
and insights of the artists are equal 
contributors to the deciphering of a 
de-colonized Alaska voice.

The success of an exhibition like this 
shouldn’t be measured in answering 
questions regarding the assertion of 
identity within a post-colonial Alaska 
context, but rather by begging more 
extensive, more invested, and more 
soul-searching questions. How can 
direct engagement with materiality 
– from fish skin to paper to paint to 
the ephemerality of video – offer 
insight into diverse perspectives 
and systems of making? In what 
ways do these artists embrace 
the complexities and inherent 
asymmetry of creative practice in 
the 21st century which goes well 
beyond binaries of craft/fine art, 
traditional/non-traditional, or local/
global? The artists in Decolonizing 
Alaska are engaging with dialogues 
around these histories and practices 
of making while at the same time 
reframing what culture truly is and 
can be.

Professor of Art, Emeritus, University   
Sanjit Sethi, Curator
Corcoran School of the Arts and Design 
Columbia College of Arts and Sciences    
George Washington University,   
Washington, D.C.

R E F R A M I N G  C U L T U R E ,
T H O U G H T S  O N  D E C O L O N I Z I N G

Bunnell Street Arts Center, Homer, Alaska. August 5 – 31, 2016

Valdez Museum and Historical Archive, Valdez, Alaska. September 16 – October 23, 2016 

Corcoran School of Art and Design, Washington DC. February 3 – March 25, 2017

Alaska State Museum, Juneau, Alaska. May 5 – October 15, 2017 

Ketchikan Area Arts and Humanities Council, Ketchikan, Alaska. November 4 – December 15, 2017

University of Alaska Museum of the North, Fairbanks, Alaska. February 10 – September 30, 2018

Center for Contemporary Art & Culture at PNCA, Portland, Oregon. November 1 – January 12, 2019
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Growing up on Kodiak Island, I wasn’t exposed to 
the language, history and dance of my ancestors. 
Many Elders in our communities grew up only 
hearing of ‘devil dancing’ with masks, as it was called 
by the new religions that had been forced upon the 
Alutiiq people.  We had a lot of catching up to do, 
to accept a new mask carving and Alutiiq dancing 
tradition. If our dancers were dancing our masks 
now what would they look like? My art explores this 
question and refl ects what I see, marine and animal 
life, hunting and fi shing, how we live and our local 
sense of pride.

This piece is part of an Otter Mama series. Growing 
up fi shing around otters I watched them exclaim with 
their hands on their cheeks when we came up too 
close and surprised them. I also think about all the 
moms and aunties, about how as a mom you can be 
scared as you clutch your babies to your chest like 
sea otters do.

This piece is about my sister-in-law Melissa, one of 
the most amazing Alutiiq women I know. Melissa 
knows her way around the water and hunts, fi shes 
and provides for her two babies mostly on her own. 
She’s been through a lot and she’s chosen to draw 
strength from what she’s been through. Growing 
up, if she had been able to eat solely Native foods 
that our people had eaten for hundreds of years 
she wouldn’t have had juvenile arthritis, which is 
a serious health problem. References to fi shing, 
hunting, clam digging, and dancing are found on 
the appendages encircling this piece. Decolonizing 
our diet is critical to our health. 

Lena Snow Amason-Berns grew up in Port Lions, on 
Kodiak Island.  Lena earned a BFA in painting from 
the University of Alaska Fairbanks.  She has received 
numerous public commissions in Alaska.  Her work is 
held in the collections of Château-musée de Boulogne-
sur-Mer, France and in Alaska by the Alutiiq Museum, 
the Pratt Museum, Alaska Native Heritage Center, 
Anchorage Museum and the University of Alaska 
Museum of the North. She lives in Old Harbor on Kodiak 
Island.

L E N A  S N O W  A M A S O N - B E R N S
Otter Mama 2, wood, paint, walrus whiskers, beads,  70”H x 25”W x 5”D,  2016, collection of Penny Pederson

My artwork refl ects my work and lifestyle on Kachemak Bay. I 
have commercially fi shed for 43 years, long lining for halibut 
and seining and gill netting for salmon.  These years of fi shing 
have cultivated a rich visual language.  I enjoy the work that 
goes into the physical labor, the dependence upon my hands, 
the fi sh I catch and eat, and the ocean. “Fish Fingers” tells the 
story of my hands, the story of my life as a fi sherwoman.  They 
are sewn from the skins of halibut and yellow eye rockfi sh that 
my husband Marvin and I caught, and from the skins of salmon 
that we caught.  The patches tell stories of wear on my hands 
from constant use, as well as the care of the fi sh.  Each stitch 
connects past, present and future.  

Our fi sh sustains us year round.  The contrast between these 
handmade fi ngers and commercial fi sh fi ngers or fi sh sticks is 
an intended irony. I think about the fragility of the food web, 

In 2006, Bellamy won a Rasmuson Foundation Individual Artist 
Award. She has had several solo exhibits in Alaska since that 
time. These exhibits include the Kenai Visitor and Cultural Center 
(2008), The Pratt Museum (2008), MTS Gallery (2009), Alaska State 
Museum (2013) and the Anchorage Museum (2015), and the 
Fuller Craft Museum. She has studied with many internationally-
recognized artists including Judy Tuwaletsiwa, Ron Meyer, Randy 
and Jan McKeachie Johston, Chris Gustin, Anne Hirondelle, Clary 
Illian, Warren MacKenzie and Linda Christianson.

A N N E T T E  B E L L A M Y
Fish Fingers, halibut and yellow eye skins, 36”W x 36”W x 3”D, 2016

the problems inherent in industrial colonization of our 
resources and the hand we have as humans in protecting 
our resources. Industrial deep sea trawling undermines 
stewardship of the sea. Harvesting fi sh by hand, on a small 
boat, I constantly refl ect on the delicate beauty of the food 
web and my dependence on the ocean for my livelihood, 
my art, and my identity.



I live and work as an artist in Alaska, using traditionally 
Alaska Native materials in a nontraditional manner. I am 
inspired by the art forms of the Indigenous peoples of 
Alaska, especially the quillwork of the Athabascan women 
of the Interior. With respect, I use those traditional materials, 
the quills, to comment on the nature of beauty and pain. 
The quills represent a double-edged sword, objects which I 
view as simultaneously beautiful and dangerous. Combined 
with the luminous beeswax I use in my work, they are the 
perfect metaphor for this dynamic.

In this piece I speak to my personal history as a woman, 
witnessing my grandmother as she was hooked into her 
corset for the day. That daily ritual, to beautify herself in 

Nancy Burnham moved to Alaska from Massachusetts thirty-
fi ve years ago. Since that time she has lived and worked in 
Ester.  Burnham received her MFA from Johnson State College, 
an affi liate of the Vermont Studio Center. Her artwork is in the 
permanent collections of three Alaska museums, including the 
Alaska State Museum in Juneau.

N A N C Y  B U R N H A M
Morning Ritual 12 , wax, porcupine quills, hair, fabric and ink , 36”H x 24”H x 4”D, 2016, collection of Leonard Hyde

order to uphold some idea of womanly appeal, has stayed 
with me ever since. I see that same contrived notion of 
beauty imposed across much of society today. As I work, I 
think about how contemporary Western societies’ standards 
of beauty for women directly mirror Western neocolonial 
appropriation of traditional Alaska Native art.

N A N C Y  B U R N H A M S O N Y A  K E L L I H E R - C O M B S
Remnant (Moose Antler), acrylic polymer, moose antler, caribou fur, 24”W x 24”H x 3”D, 2016, collection of Machiel Leest

Remnant:  
1. a: a usually small part, member, or trace remaining        
   b: a small surviving group – often used in plural 
2. : an unsold or unused piece of goods 
3. : what is left of a community after it undergoes a catastrophe

I’m inspired by the relationship of our ancestors to their environment – how they 
used skin, fur and membrane in material culture. The subjects of my work are 
patterns of history, family, and culture. Through the use of synthetic, organic, 
traditional and modern materials and techniques I build upon the traditions of my 
people. Personal symbolism forms the imagery. Symbols speak to history, culture, 
family, and the life of our people; they also speak about abuse, marginalization 
and the struggles of Indigenous people. I live in a modern world but still depend 
on the cultural traditions and values of our people, respect of land, animals, sea 
and each other. I strive to create works that address these issues.

Alaska Native mixed-media artist and 
arts advocate, educator, and curator, 
Kelliher-Combs was born and raised 
in rural Alaska. It is her goal to bring 
awareness, educate, and perpetuate 
the arts and traditions of the diverse 
cultures of Alaska. Her BFA is from the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks and MFA 
from Arizona State University. Her work 
has been exhibited extensively and 
can be found in numerous collections. 
She is a founding board member of 
the Alaska Native Arts Foundation, 
First Light Alaska, and serves on the 
Presidential appointed Institute of 
American Indian Arts Board.



As a White American photographer interested in making portraits, I am 
conflicted. There is a history of the White European/American photographers 
making pictures of the other; people of color, the colonized Indigenous 
peoples of the world. We may justify this genre of photography by calling 
it travel photography, or ethnographic documentation. I am a White 
photographer.  I live in Alaska, a place that belongs to the “real people,” the 
Indigenous people of time immemorial. I don’t think of these people as the 
“other.” I am the other. To document the world around me, to decolonize my 
body of work, I also turn the camera and its gaze on myself.

Michael Conti is a photographer, 
mixed media and video artist based in 
Anchorage, Alaska. He earned a BFA from 
the University of Alaska Anchorage, and 
an MFA from Lesley University College 
of Art and Design. His video work has 
been shown at the Anchorage Museum 
of History and Art at Rasmuson Center, 
Nam June Paik Art Center in Seoul, South 
Korea, ContainR at the Winter Olympics 
in Vancouver, Canada and the Anchorage 
International Film Festival. He received 
a project award from the Rasmuson 
Foundation in both 2006 and 2015. 
Conti is a Connie Boocheever Fellow 
of Alaska Arts and Culture Foundation, 
2011. He presently teaches printmaking, 
photography and video art at the 
University of Alaska Anchorage.

M I C H A E L  C O N T I

To document the world around me, 
to decolonize my body of work, 

I also turn the camera and its gaze on myself.

White Gaze (Yup’ik Ena), archival pigment ink on canvas, 31”W x 21”H x 2”,  2016, collection of the Pratt Museum

Anxiety and whimsy are transposed on much of my work: trophy 
mounted animal forms make varied commentaries on their 
predicaments; wildlife combined with anthropomorphic forms stroll 
though downtown Anchorage sharing limited green space.

Experiences of Northern life – berry picking, fishing, splitting 
firewood, bike riding, camping and sitting around a campfire 
– collide with my concerns about trophy hunting, fish quotas, 
wilderness depletion, the oil industry, Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, 
industrial mining, industrial waste, climate change, politics and 
paying the bills. I examine the complicated act of living within a state 
largely colonized by mega industries that literally extract Alaska’s 
essence.

Rachelle Dowdy has created public art for several 
prominent Anchorage locations, including Ted 
Stevens International Airport. “From Here to There 
and There to Here” is an installation depicting 
a dozen oversized geese “flying” the length of 
Concourse B. In 2006, Dowdy populated the 
KeyBankPlaza in front of the downtown Starbucks 
with a fox, black bear, moose and Canada goose, all 
with human torsos and legs. This installation is now 
adjacent to the Anchorage Museum. Dowdy has a 
bachelor’s degree in sculpture from the University 
of Alaska Fairbanks. She earned a Rasmuson 
Foundation fellowship in 2006. Her work is held in 
many collections including the Anchorage Museum.

R A C H E L L E  D O W D Y
I got that boom boom pow, carved wood, paint, 30”W x 35”H x 2”D, 2015



As our climate continues to radically change due, in part, to the 
impact of the increasingly Northern migration of humans, the 
changing Arctic environment can be seen as a vivid metaphor 
of one of the ways the colonization of Alaska has viscerally 
impacted both the natural and man-made world.

As an Alaska artist, my work often mines ideas about the 
landscape and culture of this region. In the “Break Up” 
series, I chose to deepen my examination of culture and 
identity even further to specifically examine the shifts in 
power associated with colonization. “Breaking Up” examines 
power shifts in Alaska culture in a continuum format, in this 
case referencing the wavelike forms we see carved into our 
northern snowscapes combined with a typical necklace 
shape that can be seen as either an object of adornment or 
restraint, but significantly is also a circular form rather than a 
binary, polarizing shape that is often associated with Western 
philosophies and world views.

Annie Duffy is long time Alaska artist who has been making 
mixed media artwork for the past twenty years.  A two-time 
recipient of the Rasmuson Foundation Individual Artist Award 
and a Connie Boochever Fellow, Duffy has been recognized both 
nationally and internationally, and is part of several public and 
private contemporary art collections. In addition to her studio 
work as an artist, Duffy is a curator and a full time faculty member 
at University of Alaska Fairbanks dedicated to helping future 
generations of Alaska artists discover and develop their own 
artistic voices.

A N N I E  D U F F Y
Breaking Up, cast paper, acrylic, resin, and thread, 31.5”H x 46.5”W x 3”D, 2016

“Breaking Up” is part of a series using cast paper forms to examine changing landscape and snowscape forms in Alaska’s arctic and subarctic 

regions.

The title of the piece is also a conscious play on the 
popular Alaska term “Break Up”, which refers to the 
springtime change in our seasons when snowscapes begin 
to turn into greenscapes. As a direct result of climate 
change, that process is happening earlier and earlier over 
the past several years, which greatly impacts the life cycles 
of Alaska’s animal and plant life, as well as the humans that 
depend on them to live.

Decolonization is not waiting for or trusting the status quo 
to take action or movement forward. This movie explores 
HomeSkillet Fest, ten years (rotations) of building and 
sharing creativity, music and dance to a small community in 
Sitka that has otherwise created no space for these events. 
For one week each summer the community transformed to 
gather around sound. 10 Revolutions is a visual love letter 
to the land and those that were and are present.

I work with concepts, the medium follows.  In the business 
of this “Indian Art World” I have become impatient with 
the institutional prescription and its monolithic attempt to 
define culture as it unfolds.  Native American Art will not 
be commonly defined as our work moves freely through 
time.  The viewer, collector, or curators’ definition often 
conveys more about themselves than that of the “Native 

Artist”.  In the past I have struggled with this title, though I 
now embrace my position as a contemporary Indigenous 
artist with belief that some forms of resistance often carry 
equal amounts of persistence. I work with an intention to 
contribute towards contemporary cultural development.

Culture cannot be contained as it unfolds. My art enters this 
stream at many different points, looking backwards, looking 
forwards, generating its own sound and motion. I am 
inspired by generations of Tlingit and Unangax creativity 
and contribute to this wealthy conversation through active 
curiosity. There is no room in this exploration for the tired 
prescriptions of the “Indian Art World” and its institutions.  
Through creating, I assert my freedom.

N I C H O L A S  G A L A N I N
10 Revolutions: digital movie, 13 minutes and 15 seconds, 2016*

Born in Sitka, Alaska, Nicholas Galanin 
has trained extensively in traditional 
as well as contemporary approaches 
to art. He simultaneously preserves his 
culture and explores new perceptual 
territory. Galanin comes from a long 
line of Northwest Coast artists, starting 
with his great-grandfather, who 
sculpted in wood, down through his 
father, who works in both precious 
metal and stone. Galanin studied at 
the London Guildhall University, where 
he received a Bachelor’s of Fine Arts 
with honors in Jewelry Design and 
Silversmithing. Soon after, Galanin 
discovered a graduate arts program at 
Massey University in New Zealand that 
meshed perfectly with his interests and 
concerns. He earned a Master’s degree 
in Indigenous Visual Arts.

*Executive Producer – Nicholas Galanin, Directed by Stephan Gray, Produced by Evan Brown, Production Company – Dreambear, Narration by 

Nicholas Galanin, Audio mix by Antfood, Shot/Edited by Stephan Gray.  Soundtrack by order of appearance: Silver Jackson – Yeil, OCnotes – 

Halloween Hyperspeed, Silver Jackson – Lanaalx, Benjamin Verdoes – Above Ground, Erik Blood – The Attic System, BUdo – Helsinki, Erik Blood 

– Remove Control, Vox Mod – Great Oscillator, Benjamin Verdoes – Beautiful Dying World, Silver Jackson – Lifted The Evening, Benjamin Verdoes – 

Eight Oh Eight, Erik Blood – Out This Way, Vox Mod – I’ll Always Be Here, Additional Audio – Astro King Phoenix



S V E N  H A A K A N S O N
Legacy, carved wood, oil stain, wire , 4”H x 7”W x 3”D, 2015

Voices silenced

Stripping our humanity

One act at a time through generations
not knowing, not seeing, not hearing,
never aware.

How one policy built on another and
another erased Our humanity, Our
beliefs, Our ways, Our being, Our
words, in two generations.

Outsiders knowingly, unknowingly
enacting policies, creating legacies of
actions.

Erasing our past in the present

Creating Voiceless, Spiritless, Bodies,
Minds not knowing why or what
happened as we accepted, Blindly,
empty words.

No more! We are aware of actions past.
We say enough! Speak out, act, live
now as many, as one.

Celebrating our cultures, our ancestors,
our presence, our place.

In OUR world.

Sven Haakanson Jr., is an Associate Professor at the University of Washington in the Anthropology Department and Curator of North 
American Anthropology at the Burke Museum. He was born and raised in Old Harbor, Alaska. He has Sugpiaq, Danish, and Norwegian 
heritage. In 1987 he started carving hunting tools and then traditional pieces in order to learn about his cultural heritage from the Kodiak 
region. Straddling two worlds, traditional and contemporary, he strives to share what he has learned from original Sugpaiq objects and 
incorporate contemporary meaning into his art.

This is a plank mask design used by my ancestors in 
the past. Carved out of one piece of wood the mask 
represents the infl uences and losses my tribe has faced. 
Alutiiq words written in Cyrillic and painted over stress 
the loss of our language because of the English-only 
policies that continue to be. We are allowed to speak the 

language once again; however no funding, no support or 
way to help keep the language alive has been put forth. 
As the poem stresses stripping and erasing legacies, the 
current generation is starting to change the voiceless and 
blind acceptance.

The video Łuqa’ ch’k’ezdelghayi ‘Putting Up the Fish’, 
is projected through the back of a salmon skin screen.  
Together they form a storytelling vehicle. The video 
translates my experience working with fi sh into movement. 
The video includes dance, but I am not trained in traditional 
dance. It is not traditional, but like traditional dance, it 
aims to tell a story. Embracing decolonization, I explore my 
freedom as an individual, as a person, as a Native American 
to express myself through movement. The raw sound of 
my family cutting fi sh is grounding for me and provides 
a steady rhythm to tie the story together. The sounds of 
fi sh camp, skin sewing, and fi sh processing travel with me 
wherever I walk in my salmon skin boots.

I struggle with how my culture is criticized for we want to 
preserve and carry into the future. Our culture interacts with 
the world differently than Western society. Decolonization 
means lifting Western ideas and judgments about how I 
as a Native person live, work, and make art. It means that 
I can use electricity, a computer, and newer technology 
for harvesting animals. I live a shared mixture of Western 
and Indigenous culture.  I explore the freedom to 
exchange information and experiences. I feel a sense of 

Joel Isaak received his BFA in Sculpture from the University 
of Alaska Fairbanks, and his MFA in Sculpture from Alfred 
University.  His cast bronze and salmon skin works are featured 
in the permanent collections of the Sheldon Jackson Museum, 
Ted Stevens International Airport, and the Kenaitze Indian 
Tribe. In 2013 he received an Alaska Native Visionary award and 
participated in 2014 Here and Now: Artists Inspired at the Burke 
Museum in Seattle Washington. He has researched collections 
at the Anchorage Museum, Harvard Peabody Museum of 
Natural History and the Smithsonian, and taught workshops 
at Smithsonian Museum of Natural History as part of the 2015 
Smithsonian Arctic Spring Celebration.

accountability for how I act. I want to show respect for life in 
how I live. I have to be watchful to not become ethnocentric 
and carelessly reproduce more colonization. Decolonizing 
doesn’t mean becoming better than everyone else; it 
means embracing others. It means embracing cultural 
reciprocity and working toward universal acceptance of 
human beings. Dena’ ina people have been adapting and 
borrowing technology and materials from our neighbors 
for hundreds of years. Today we simply have different 
options to choose from.

J O E L  I S A A K
Łuqa’ ch’k’ezdelghayi Visions of Summer, digital loop of video behind fi shskin screen, sound 5 minutes, 2016, collection of the Pratt Museum



The artist I am is a reflection of living 
and working in Alaska, especially 
apparent in my choice of found 
objects and other materials. I 
compose my images with bones 
and antlers, river rocks, twigs and 
sticks of the boreal forest, old tools 
and industrial metals found along 
a road or railway, and discarded 
pieces of wood. These materials 
trigger memories of places and the 
circumstances of their discovery, 
and they in turn become imbedded 
in the context and meaning of the 
work.

The connection of object, memory, 
and place was especially important 
as I created Alaska | Myself. I have 
always been interested in creating 
space within my constructions, 
sometimes monumental, sometimes 
intimate. Living in Alaska has given 
me a more expansive awareness 
of space – its vastness and even 
its solidity – this I have absorbed 
into my aesthetic. The elemental 
materials of Yup’ik art and tool 
making – wood, bone, and stone 
– have become incorporated in 
my vocabulary, both as respectful 
homage to Native culture and 
as materials most appropriate to 
this place.  The more I use these 
materials the more I’m aware of my 
evolution as an Alaska artist, and 
in turn, the more I find references 
to my living in Alaska within the 
framework of the Western and 
Japanese aesthetic which has always 
grounded my work.

Margo Klass is a mixed media artist whose work includes sculptural box constructions 
and artist books. Her imagery is inspired by Northern Renaissance altarpieces, Japanese 
architect Tadeo Ando, the coast of Downeast Maine and, most recently, living, teaching 
and creating art in Alaska. She exhibits her work widely in solo and group shows in 
Alaska and beyond and is represented in the collections of Alaska museums, national 
parks, and private collections. She is recipient of grants from the Rasmuson Foundation 
(2008) and Alaska State Council for the Arts (2011) and was recipient of an Interior 
Alaska Mayors Arts Award (2014) and the Governor’s Individual Artist Award (2015).

M A R G O  K L A S S
Alaska | Myself, mixed media sculpture, 24”H x 18”W x 5”F, 2016

My ancestors are of Russian and Alutiiq heritage. The 
Alutiiq people of Kodiak, Alaska were greatly impacted by 
the colonizing forces of Russia; their language and culture 
nearly extinguished. Cultural and religious assimilation 
involved the destruction of ancestral knowledge and 
ceremonial relics. In 1871, French explorer, Alphonse Pinart 
visited the Kodiak Archipelago, collecting stories, myths 
and artifacts. In an apparent effort to rescue important 
anthropological items from a culture under siege, Pinart 
returned to France with a collection that included 80 
ceremonial masks. This collection was later donated to the 
Château Musée in Boulogne-sur-Mer. It wasn’t until 1995 
that this collection would come to the wider attention of the 
residents of Kodiak. The Alutiiq Museum organized a group 
of artists and community members to visit the collection in 
France. Many wept at the sight of the masks, overwhelmed 
by their power and presence.

Linda was raised in Anchorage. She 
earned a degree in biology at Whitman 
College, then studied art in Chile at 
the Viña del Mar Fine Arts Institute. 
Her paintings and photography have 
received many awards and can be 
found in the permanent collections 
of the Anchorage Museum, the 
Alaska State Museum, the Alaska 
Contemporary Art Bank, the Alutiiq 
Museum, and the University of Alaska 
Museum of the North. Lyons has been 
awarded grants from the Atwood 
Foundation, the Koniag Education 
Foundation, the Alaska State Council 
on the Arts and Rasmuson Foundation 
including a recent fellowship at the 
Santa Fe Art Institute in New Mexico.

L I N D A  I N F A N T E  L Y O N S
St. Katherine of Karluk, oil on canvas, 36”W x 36”H x 2”D, 2016, collection of the Alutiiq Museum & Archaeological Repository

Rediscovering culture and recovering lost religious icons 
are important steps in decolonization. In my painting, St. 
Katherine of Karluk, I replace the symbolic elements of a 
Russian Orthodox icon with those of the Alutiiq people. 
The Christian Madonna becomes the Alutiiq shaman, in 
a portrait of my great grandmother, and the Christ child, 
a seal, represents the shaman’s connection to animal 
spirits. The seal offers a sprig of “Pushki,’ Russian for cow 
parsnip, a medicinal plant of Kodiak. The Madonna’s halo 
is embellished with elements of one of the masks found in 
the Pinart Collection.  I am a living example of the melding 
of two cultures, the Native and the colonizer. I believe 
complete decolonization is nearly impossible. In this effort 
to represent the decolonization of Alaska, I acknowledge 
the assimilated icons of the colonizer, yet bring forth, as 
equals, the spiritual symbols of my Native ancestors.

I am a living example 
of the melding of two 
cultures, the Native 
and the colonizer.



Let’s talk about equal pay. 
Let’s decolonize women.
Let’s stop the violence 

against women.
Let’s insure a woman’s

 right to choose.
Let’s talk about liberty for 

women, of all colors.

The woman depicted in this art piece is my 
great-grandmother Anastasia Nutnaltna, an 
Alaska Dena’ina Athabascan woman born in 
1886. That same year our nation’s most iconic 
emblem of freedom, the “Statue of Liberty 
Enlightening the World,” was dedicated in 
New York City.

Anastasia as a colonized Alaska Native 
woman enjoyed few liberties during her 
lifetime.

I have printed her image on a combination of 
a US twenty dollar bill and the American fl ag 
and given her a cartoon crown of the Statue 
of Liberty.  President Andrew Jackson “The 
Indian Killer,” graces the twenty dollar bill 
now, and recent discussions of replacing his 
image with that of a woman’s have inspired 
hope for more equality and liberty.

Encircling her image is my modern version 
of a Dena’ina Athabascan “Nitnuqeyiski” 
counting cord.  These traditional objects 
were used to record events in a person’s life 
and they were made of hide and sometimes 
included beads, feathers and other objects.

My non-traditional counting cord documents 
and celebrates the struggles for equal rights 
for women of all races from the not so distant 
past ‘til the present.

Rebecca Lyon is a contemporary Alaska Native artist. Her sculptures and 
paintings have been shown around the US in numerous institutions and 
exhibitions including the Smithsonian’s National Museum of the American 
Indian, Museum of Art and Design NY, Philbrook Mueum of Art, Peabody Essex 
and various Alaska museums. She was awarded an Artist Fellowship by the 
Smithsonian’s National Museum of the American Indian in 2001 and her work is 
included in corporate collections, public art and numerous museum collections. 
Working in mixed media Lyon fi nds inspiration from cultural infl uences of her 
Athabascan and Alutiiq heritage as she speaks visually about the present.

R E B E C C A  L Y O N
Counting on Liberty, acrylic, deer hide, charging cable, zip ties, 

beads and found objects,19”W x 40”H x 2”D, 2016, 
collection of the Anchorage Museum at Rasmuson Center

This work is a continuation of a 
project I started as a response to the 
“Arctic Ambitions: Captain Cook and 
the Northwest Passage” exhibition. 
I was struck by the celebration of 
the “discoverer” who is made into 
a hero in history.  As an Indigenous 
man in Alaska I know that our history 
spans more than 10,000 years. This 
piece acknowledges that history, 
by asserting that we knew we were 
here, and were not discovered. 

The photo montage was taken over 
the course of a day at Resolution 
Park in downtown Anchorage, also 
known as “The Monument” where 
a large bronze statue of Captain 
Cook stands looking out at the Inlet. 
Over the course of the day I created 
a pop up installation of large steel 
sculptures based on Tlingit warrior 
knives trapping the Captain and 
photographed myself throughout 
the day. I answered any question 
that was asked of me during the 
day, but found most visitors to 
the site did not acknowledge my 
presence in the space. Discove(RED) 
is a reminder of the history that was 
here before Cook and recognizing 
the continuing cultural landscape 
that is Alaska today.

Born in Fairbanks, Alaska to a Tlingit/N’ishga mother and Hippy/American father, Da-
ka-xeen Mehner uses the tools of family ancestry and personal history to build his art.  
His work stems from an examination of a multicultural heritage and social expectations 
and defi nitions. In particular his work has focused on the constructs of Native American 
identity, and an attempt to defi ne the Self outside of these constructs. Mehner has 
received a number of awards for his work including a 2015 USA Rasmuson fellowship, 
a 2015 Eiteljorg Contemporary Art Fellowship, and a 2014 Native Arts and Culture 
Foundation Artist Fellowship.

D A - K A - X E E N  M E H N E R
DiscovRED, digital projection inside drum, 22”Dx 42”H, 2015

As an Indigenous man 
in Alaska I know that 

our history spans more 
than 10,000 years.



In my work, my whole life has been trying to figure out 
my identity, flipping through all the different worlds and 
trying to figure this out through the lens of my life. I was 
a truck driver on the North Slope for three and half years. 
I’m an identical twin, an artist, gay.  Everyone should have 
the freedom to share their identity, not segregate. We 
all become a single identity, a community when we are 
together. We are building a new, intentional community 
when we are all together. Not the accidental community 
of our birth, or maybe where we live, but one we choose. 
When I teach out in the villages of Alaska I’m always asking 
questions to people. They want to move forward, but the 

Mask-carver and installation artist, Drew 
Michael is of Yup’ik and Iñupiaq origin. 
He explores his identity through themes 
of hybridity and mixed media in his 
contemporary carved and assembled 
style. He expresses an emotional, 
ironic and adventurous spirit in his 
use of mixed media. Although only 
thirty-one years old, his work is in the 
Pratt Museum, Anchorage Museum, 
the Sheldon Jackson Museum and the 
Portland Art Museum.

D R E W  M I C H A E L
What Is My Story? carved basswood and mixed media, 34” W x 48”H x 8”D, 2014

Elders have a lot of fear. They’ve gone through the church, 
which still has a lot of control and makes them stuck, 
wanting to know their culture and their identity.  When we 
go into the schools I see that every generation sees it a bit 
different, but we are all dealing with the same challenge, 
asking, “What’s my story?” It’s a constant rewriting process. 
Tradition feeds into that. Culture is an expression of our 
thoughts and ideas connected to our place.  Alaska is 
unique – we have a culture that’s connected to the land.  
We need to understand the function of culture. I see some 
people replicating culture rather than looking at why things 
are there.

In Southeast Alaska, old growth yellow cedar is still being 
logged in the Tongass National Forest in spite of being 
endangered by climate change. From Interior Alaska to 
the ocean, a vast network of watersheds are warming up, 
causing diminished salmon populations. Dams and mining 
conglomerates compete for these rivers, vying for Alaska’s 
fossil fuels and minerals. Meanwhile, ocean acidification 
shrinks salmon habitat. In the Arctic, migrating caribou 
herds move between the coastal plain, their birthing 
grounds, to the foothills and mountain passes for forage 
in a landscape the federal government has claimed and 
named as the ‘National Petroleum Reserve – Alaska’ and the 
’1002 Area’ in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. Western 
culture has colonized Alaska and claimed it as a ‘resource 
state’. 

My work challenges Western culture’s ongoing 
commodification of Alaska’s Indigenous life forms.  I am 
humbled and awed by Indigenous cultures all over the 
world that understand that humans come from, and are 
completely dependent upon, a complex natural living web. 
They understand that they share this web with other living 
beings with an equal right to thrive. In Western culture, 
commerce rules, while Nature has no standing in this 
judicial system. If Nature does not have legal standing then 
neither do the peoples and cultures who depend upon it.  

Rika Mouw received her BA in Landscape Architecture from 
California State Polytechnic University in 1976, after which she 
worked in that capacity for many years.  In 1987 she began an 
internship in studio jewelry making and has been working in the 
art jewelry field ever since.  Eschewing precious metals, she now 
works exclusively with gathered natural materials. Her work has 
been exhibited nationally and is in the permanent collections of 
the Anchorage Museum, Pratt Museum, the National Park Service 
in Alaska and in the U.S Department of the Interior Museum in 
Washington DC.  Rika is a long time advocate for wild places and 
land conservation, currently working to preserve a large urban 
wetland complex in her home community of Homer, Alaska.

R I K A  M O U W
We, All Living Beings, caribou antler, old growth cedar, salmon vertebrae, 25”W x 25”D x 10”H, 2016

Decolonization is a paradigm shift away from exploitation 
for short-term profit, toward recognition that, for long-term 
survival, all living things have an equal voice and integral 
place in a tightly woven system of interdependencies.

My collars represent Supreme Court justices. They are 
meant to empower the human cultures that have been 
woven into our complex ecosystem for thousands of years. 
Each collar is made with materials that come from iconic 
species representing Alaska’s indigenous ecosystems. 
These peoples and ecosystems should be represented in 
our legal system.



“A village cop responds to a call of a woman in a cab who is so inebriated she 
can barely hold up her head and if that is not hard enough to deal with she is also 
holding a very small infant and attempting to breastfeed this screaming baby. The 
call was put in by the cab driver who was worried about the infant’s well-being…”

Holly Mititquq Nordlum is an Iñupiaq artist, born in Kotzebue, Alaska. Throughout her childhood Holly developed an appreciation for her 
culture, arts, and life in the Arctic. Holly attended the University of Alaska Anchorage and completed a Bachelor of Fine Art Degree in 
Graphics and Photography. Since then she has been working as a graphic designer and has gained recognition for her art and activism.

H O L L Y  N O R D L U M
Drey, beercaps on wood, 48”H x 36”W X 1.5”D, 2014

This is a common story in our villages, 
it is not only sad and depressing but 
this is how my brother Drey started his 
life. After the call he was put into the 
State of Alaska Office of Child Services 
system. He was bounced from foster 
care to group home, back to his birth 
parents and then back again until 
finally finding my mother, all before 
he was two years old. Eventually, she 
adopted him and now he’s part of our 
daily lives.

I did this portrait to talk about 
alcoholism in our communities 
today, to bring awareness to this 
‘old’ problem. The issue is so much 
bigger than it appears, as we all know.  
Colonization and historical trauma lead 
to loss of identity. Loss of place in the 
world and in our communities are just 
some of the issues we need to discuss 
when looking at the “symptom” of 
alcoholism.  What can each of us do? 
When our own family and friends are 
out of control we have to look deep 
beneath the symptoms to the historical 
trauma at the root of the problem.

R Y A N  R O M E R
Some of My Relatives are Aliens, mixed media on canvas, 50”H x 36”W x 1”D, 2016

Ryan Romer is a Yup’ik / Athabascan artist from Southwest Alaska, raised in 
various villages along the Kuskokwim River. He is a self-described practitioner of 
contemporary Indigenous art. He employs printmaking, photography, sculpture, 
performance art and painting to express concepts rooted in traditional Yup’ik of 
respect for all life forms. Since Romer received a BFA in Printmaking and Ceramics 
at the University of Alaska Anchorage he has shown over a dozen times in Alaska. 
Admired for his individual style of art, Ryan has also worked with some well-known 
art collectives in Anchorage including The Brick Collective and the Indigenous art 
group DIASPORA.

Western religion as a methodology for 
people to live peacefully puzzles me. I 
was raised in rural Alaska surrounded by a 
peaceful and harmonious environment.  Oral 
stories of my ancestors showed me how to 
live harmoniously for survival, to respect 
others and the animals of the land as equals.  
Within these orations the whole village was 
held accountable for the well-being of the 
community. These stories showed how the 
environment forms a person rather than how 
a person should shape society. Spirituality 
was never about or through the formation of 
oneself as an independent being, but rather 
how everything living depends upon being 
present to nature.

Catholicism showed me something different.  
As an altar boy I was confounded by stories of 
peoples long ago in an unknown part of the 
world living in constant turmoil. I was shocked 
by Bible stories of hardship and retaliation as 
a belief structure, as teachings that result in 
death or torture for non-believers. Western 
religious ceremonies raised many questions. 
Why was our own Native culture excluded 
from these teachings? Where was our god? 
What are we doing to save ourselves? The 
most persistent thought I had was, where is 
our church? Why are we not there teaching 
our ways?  My questions went unanswered by 
my Elders. Awakening to the realization that 
Yu’pik beliefs and respect for humanity had 
been diminished to folklore, I quit attending 
church.

As an artist I seek truths that promote worldly 
awareness, respect, decolonization of all life 
forms and perpetual re-spiritualization of our 
relationship to nature.



T E R I  R O F K A R
Indigenization, Ravenstail Waist Robe, mixed media, 33”W x 17”H, 2016, collection of the Pratt Museum

Teri Rofkar is Tlingit, daughter of Raven from the Snail House (T’akdeintaan), a clan originating in Lituya Bay. The daughter of an 
Englishman from California, and granddaughter of the Kaagwaantaan Wolf of Ground Hogs Bay, Alaska. Teri was introduced to Tlingit 
weaving by her Grandmother, when she was a child. Some of the awards she has received include the Buffet Indigenous Leadership 
award in 2004, The Alaska Governors Award for Alaska Native Art in 2004, a United States Artists Fellowship, Distinguished Artist 
Award from Rasmuson Foundation in 2013, an Honorary Doctoral in Fine Art from the University of Alaska in 2015 and an NEA Heritage 
Fellowship for Traditional Arts.

I weave using a Tlingit method of twining without a 
loom. Tlingit art is a repository of historical events. The 
Homesteading Act of January 1, 1863 excluded Alaska 
Natives. Even after becoming citizens in 1924, given the 
criteria for homesteading such as modify the landscape 
and growing crops, most Alaska Natives were either 
unaware of the program or not interested in that kind 
of lifestyle. The designs on my waist robe represent 
this confl ict. The body of the weaving is rows of crops 
verses traditional Tlingit patterns representing glaciers, 
bear tracks, fi sh nets, and raven’s cradle board. The top 
trim is calico, common in the 1800’s, verses sea otter fur 
which was common prior to the arrival of the Russians 

in the late 1700’s. The bottom jingles on the colonized 
side of the waist robe are spent shell casings. On the 
traditional side of the waist robe are deer hooves. The line 
between colonization and traditional is trimmed with red, 
representing blood quantum, a destructive form of racism 
imposed upon Alaska Native peoples and their Indigenous 
counterparts in the lower 48 states and Hawaii. The idea 
that who we are as a people is only present in our blood 
is a colonial concept. In the tassels, there is full blood 
represented, half-breeds and quarter. The last tassel is all 
red as we break away from a math formula that defi nes us, 
to a lineage and wholeness of who we are now and in the 
future.

Sheryl Maree Reily was born in New Zealand. At 
twenty-two she immigrated to Alaska to work as a 
Registered Nurse where she married, raised a family 
and established herself as a contemporary artist. Her 
work responds to the environmental, economic and 
technological forces that are actively shaping our 
collective existence. It is her intention to generate 
dialogue among individuals and constituencies, 
through work that is necessarily collaborative, 
conceptually motivated and pointed toward 
progressively deeper integration for the sake of 
environmental and human health.

The Mantle series examines the earth’s 
protective outer covering, and the dismantling 
of these surfaces. The protective cape-like 
shape is comprised of vegetation found in the 
boreal and tundra landscapes of the Arctic. 
Layered in the tiers of grass are remnants of the 
artist’s own immigrant colonial status. In a wave 
of new colonialism to the Arctic, international 
corporations producing hydrocarbon energy 
have fueled a petroleum dependent economy 
and culture, with harmful consequences. 
Alaska’s vegetative layer signifi cantly affects 
global climate health.  In this cycle of 
destruction global warming is compounded 
by development and wild fi res, which remove 
protective tundra causing permafrost to melt, 
releasing methane, and contributing to rising 
temperatures. Warming allows invasive species 
to migrate north and colonize the arctic. 
Indigenous vegetation is relatively free of 
polluting contaminants or genetic modifi cation, 
and holds vital DNA stores of nutrition and 
healing.  Arctic vegetation literally and 
fi guratively holds the earth together and it is in 
our own best interest to preserve and protect 
this resource. 

S H E R Y L  M A R E E  R E I L Y
Mantle I from the Dismantle Series, 28”W x 70”H x 2”D, 2016



G R E T C H E N  S A G A N
Hide, acrylic on canvas, 36”W x 36”H x 2”D, 2016, collection of Leonard Hyde

Gretchen Sagan is an Iñupiaq artist from Alaska. Her work has 
been exhibited nationally and internationally and is a part of 
many private and public collections. She received her BFA from 
the Estonian National Art Academy, Eesti Kunstiakadeemia, in 
Tallinn (2002). In addition to numerous solo and group shows 
in the US and abroad, her work was featured in the Continental 
Biennale of Contemporary Native Arts at the National Museum 
of Popular Culture in Mexico City. In 2016, her paintings  were 
accepted to the Château-musée de Boulogne-sur-Mer, known as 
Château Musée or Castle Museum, in northern France as French 

Growing up I was often confused by the taunts and teasing I experienced.  ‘Hide’ is a reflection on the flight sensation       
I feel and the stretching of my patience with Native vs. non-Native rhetoric.

National Treasures by the National Government of France. In 
addition to being an actively exhibited and published visual artist, 
Sagan has an independent curatorial resume, having organized 
several noteworthy multidisciplinary exhibitions. Sagan received 
Rasmuson Foundation Artist Fellowship in 2014 and 2010 and 
has received several project awards from the Alaska State Council 
on the Arts and the Alaska Native Arts Foundation. She currently 
divides her time between studios in her hometown of Anchorage, 
Alaska, and Tallinn, Estonia.

B E N  S C H L E I F M A N
Between Two Worlds, red cedar, argentinium silver, acrylic paint, 11.5”H x 8.5”W x 5”D, 2016

Schleifman is Ishkaeetaan, multi-media 
Tlingit, an evolutionist from Teslin in 
the Yukon Territory and Juneau, as 
well as Jewish from Brooklyn, N.Y. He 
grew up around the world in New 
York, London, Edinburgh and Paris, 
consistently exposed to museums. 
Schleifman apprenticed with Kenny 
Jackson in Teslin. He worked on a 
traditional canoe with Doug Chilton 
for the Smithsonian National Museum 
of Natural History in Washington, 
D.C., and has worked on projects with 
Israel Shortridge at the Alaska Native 
Heritage Center in Anchorage.

him. Today, I work in a variety of 
media. My creative expression shows 
my multiple personalities.

Spray paint is for fun, while wood 
is for both my playful and serious 
sides. Tlingit art is complex, 
mathematical and precise, and I try 
to simplify it. Without being Tlingit, I 
wouldn’t do what I do today. Works 
of the past inspire me for the future, 
whether it is from my ancestors or 
into the next five minutes.

My uncle, the late Robert James 
Schoppert, considered one of the 
most prodigious and influential 
Alaska Native artist, was an 
innovator that made traditional and 
contemporary Alaska Native works. 
He often pushed the boundaries of 
what was considered “traditional” 
Northwest Coast art. As a youngster, 
my uncle would make me sit and 
watch him carve. At age 5, I began 
carving myself. I apprenticed with 



This piece is a portrait of my youngest sister. 
It is inspired by the projection of my own 
decolonized experience and the traditional 
Athabascan puberty necklace. Kaggkaggos 
ts’en zuuł is the Ahtna word for swan wing 
bone or drinking tube. Before colonization 
young women were given one of these 
necklaces at the time she was considered 
the most powerful, her fi rst menstruation. 
The necklace was embellished with the tools 
needed to protect herself and community 
from her inherent power. These tools’ sole 
purpose was to help her retain balance and 
remind her of her importance. At puberty I 
was diagnosed with type-one diabetes, an 
autoimmune disease that, like colonization, 
attacks the body with reasons unknown and 
foreign. In place of a puberty necklace I 
was give a syringe and insulin bottle, tools 
of a colonized environment. But I see my 
experience as a story of decolonization. 

Melissa Shaginoff is of Athabascan and Paiute 
descent. She grew up on the southern coast of 
Alaska in the small fi shing town of Kenai. She 
received her Bachelor of Arts in Psychology from 
the University of Alaska Anchorage. After working 
for a brief time in social work Melissa returned 
to her creative roots and received her Bachelor 
of Fine Arts in Studio Art from the Institute of 
American Indian Arts and Alaska Native Cultures 
in Santa Fe, New Mexico. She recently returned 
from the Sheldon Jackson Museum Native Artist 
Residency in Sitka, Alaska. 

M E L I S S A  S H A G I N O F F
Kaggkaggos ts’en zuuł (Swan Wingbone / Drinking Tube), acrylic on canvas with beads, insulin bottle, abalone, caribou antler, syringe, dentalium, 

18” H x 12” W + hanging elements, 2016, collection of the Pratt Museum

I took the tools of my 
affl iction and used them 

to protect my power, 
creating a healthy, resilient, 

and contemporary 
Indigenous life. 

S U S I E  S I L O O K
The Healer, Nd; basswood, caribou antler, ivory, baleen, seal whiskers, purple heart, red ocher

57”H x 22”W x 12”D, 2010, collection of Leonard Hyde

My past includes end stage, near death 
alcoholism, complete with prison and 
detox centers, treatment centers, etc. 
This stems from historical trauma, a 
buzzword within the Native American 
communities, and includes such things 
as being a descendant of people 
harmed by this country’s attempts to 
assimilate or exterminate us and/or 
our cultures via boarding schools and 
other laws, which produce adverse 
childhood effects, social problems, 
and high rates of rape and violence 
towards females. The men are harmed 
by the mass shaming, also. My road 
back from that is long and hard, but 
also very healing and necessary. The 
antlers represent a protective element 
around my umyuuwaq, mind, which 
had been damaged and wired to be 
hyper-alert, as in PTSD. Healing from 
this is possible, and many people are 
in process. I am happy to be a part of 
that. Decolonizing is for me an inner 
reckoning. The task is to understand 
the multigenerational impact of brutal 
psychological and physical mind 
games designed to beat ancestral 
songs and language from us, sever 
us from the deep spiritual connection 
to the land and sea and see it all 
as exploitable resource. It’s about 
constructing an inner contentment 
not at the mercy of the “conqueror” 
to bestow. It’s about making visible 
ancient beauty and truth, singing 
our strength into the bones of the 
generous whales, the tusks of the 
walrus. It’s in defi ance of designated 
invisibility. Art as a way of life.

Silook, who is of Yup’ik, Iñupiaq and Irish descent, is originally from the village of 
Gambell on St. Lawrence Island, Alaska, on the Bering Sea. Silook’s work has been 
shown and sold all over Alaska and the United States and her sculptures can be found 
in the collections of the de Young Museum, the Eiteljorg Museum, the Anchorage 
Museum of History and Art, the Alaska Native Heritage Center, as well as in many other 
public and private collections.  In 2000 she was awarded the Governor’s Award for an 
Individual Artist, in 2001 she held a prestigious Eiteljorg Fellowship, and in 2007 she 
was United States Artists Rasmuson Fellow.



One of the many taboos in Chilkat 
weaving is to never depict a human 
hand. Another is to always cover 
up your work after you’re finished. 
But the one that most applies to 
Tagaban is that men can’t weave. 
Shamans used to be integral leaders 
in Tlingit society. A shaman’s power 
was passed down to his successor 
along with his tools such as masks 
and jewelry. His body parts, such as 
hair & fingernails, were especially 
powerful & could transfer immense 
spiritual energy & were never cut. 
Many shamans were Two Spirited 
(gay). Our colonizers targeted 
shamans & often made examples of 
them in public for not assimilating. 
Blonde Shaman is made with non-
Native hair to represent the imposed 
practice of white spiritual practices 
within Tlingit society.

Ricky works in fashion, painting and weaving. Using techniques 
practiced for thousands of years, Tagaban creates his trademark 
iPhone bags, hair clips, and head bands, putting a modern spin 
on an ancient tradition. Ricky Tagaban is of the Tlinigit, L’uknax.
ádi, raven/coho clan, from Diginaa Hít, The Clan House on the 
Ocean, and Wooshkeetaanyádi, child of the eagle / shark clan, 

Shamans used to be 
integral leaders in Tlingit 

society. A shaman’s 
power was passed down 

to his successor along 
with his tools such as 
masks and jewelry.

from Xéitl Hít, the Thunderbird clan house of the people of Auke 
Bay. Ricky studied Chilkat weaving with Clarissa Rizal, silver 
carving with Ed Kunz jr and Sue Clayton, and cedar bark weaving 
with Della Cheney. He is also passionately involved in learning to 
speak Tlingit.

R I C K Y  T A G A B A N
Blonde Shaman, Chilkat weaving with dreadlocks, beads,13”W x 30”L x 1.5”D, 2015

I struggle with how many people draw boundaries and 
create categories about what kind of people and what kind 
of artists we are. I fear this perpetuates colonization. I wish 
we were all able to live as one, work as one with a shared 
goal of boundless creative expression. When I decided 
to make an experimental short film about Aku-Matu it was 
not because she is an Indigenous artist, it is because I was 
mesmerized by her brilliance and wanted to celebrate her 
intensely captivating energy. Aku-Matu: Ancestor From the 
Future is a short experimental film which uses old-school 
analog technology to convey the movement and facial 
expressions of one of Alaska’s most famous artists. I used 
screen-printing on celluloid to create the imagery, alluding 
to pop culture and the raw beauty of ink to transmit her 

A multi-disciplinary artist, Michael Walsh works primarily in expanded cinema, presenting moving image in an installation context.  He 
creates theme-based exhibits, installations and animations. Walsh has shown his work internationally at various universities and festivals 
in South Korea, San Francisco and New York. He has worked with Alaska Moving Image Preservation Association, Bunnell Street Arts 
Center, Pratt Museum, MTS Gallery, Out North and The Light Brigade in Anchorage.  Walsh has an MFA in film, video, performance art 
and new genres from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

M I C H A E L  W A L S H
Aku-Matu: Ancestor From the Future, digital loop of color 35mm film, sound by DJWD40 and Aku-Matu, 6 minutes, 2015

energy. Repetition is a conscious structural device in this 
work. Viewing Aku-Matu’s repeated facial expressions and 
movement pattterns, we revisit again and again the long 
roads and persistent borderlines of cultural categories. As 
a white man I often struggle with what can I do to dismantle 
these categories. Do I stand on the sidelines screaming 
my guilty apologies? Instead, I choose to listen, observe 
and transmit the power of a leading voice in the struggle 
for freedom. White man suppressed this power when he 
colonized Alaska, creating false divisions. I hope these 
divisions will dissolve in the 21st century and the voices 
of today’s leaders will resonate with the wisdom of our 
Indigenous ancestors and hopeful humans of the future.



Artist Ray Troll has lived in Ketchikan 
for most of his life and has known 
Nathan, Donald, and Delores since 
moving there in 1983. Ketchikan is 
a diverse small island town with a 
population of white, Filipino, Tlingit, 
Haida and Tsimshian peoples 
residing there. In many ways these 
disparate communities within-the-
community have had an enormous 
influence on each other directly 
and indirectly. Ketchikan’s economy 
today is driven in large part by 
fishing and tourism and salmon 
are at the center of that biological 
engine. Salmon not only feed and 
employ people they also have 
inspired artists from all walks of 
life and from completely different 
backgrounds for generations.

Ray Troll is an Alaska artist that has 
established an international audience 
for his surreal and darkly humorous 
works that combine science, art and 
whimsy in unique and creative ways. 
His career has been multi-faceted, 
running the gamut from fine art to 
street art, from off beat humor and 
visual puns to serious critiques of the 
human condition. Originally from New 
York state Ray moved to the small 
coastal town of Ketchikan in 1983 
where he has lived ever since. He is of 
Irish/German ancestry.

    R A Y  T R O L L  &   D O N A L D  V A R N E L L 

Donald Varnell, Ketchikan artist, studied visual arts at the University of Alaska Fairbanks 
where he was introduced and studied under Aleut Master-Artist Alvin Amason. He has 
worked and apprenticed under Tlingit Master-Carver Nathan Jackson, as well as Haida 
Master-Carver Reggie Davidson. Donald is a proficient cedar bark weaver, having 
studied under Haida Master-weavers Holly Churchill, his aunt, and Delores Churchill, his 
grandmother.

Ectoplasmic Salmon Settee # 1, carved red cedar, acrylic paint, cedar bark, 

108”L x 84”H x 24”D,

Salmon not only 
feed and employ 
people they also 

have inspired artists 
from all walks of life 
and from completely 

different backgrounds 
for generations.

Nathan Jackson belongs to the 
Sockeye clan on the Raven side of 
the Chilkoot Tlingit.  He contributed 
the traditional Tlingit salmon designs 
painted on the sides of the bench. 
He is among the most important 
living Tlingit artists and considered 
one of the most important living 
Alaska artists. He is best known for his 
totem poles, but works in a variety of 
media. He attended the Institute of 
American Indian Arts in Santa Fe, New 
Mexico. Jackson has worked to pass 
on traditional Tlingit carving skills to 
younger artists, and has offered many 
demonstrations and workshops in 
Alaska and the Pacific Northwest.

Delores E. Churchill contributed the deer toes to this piece. She is a Native American artist of 
Haida descent. She is an internationally renowned weaver of baskets, hats, robes, and other 
regalia, as well as leading revitalization efforts for Haida, her Native language. Churchill is 
known for her utilitarian and ceremonial objects that often use spruce root, cedar bark, wool, 
and natural dyes. She is the recipient of numerous awards, including the National Heritage 
Fellowship Award bestowed upon her by the National Endowment for the Arts.

Donny and Ray collaborated on 
a large painted and carved cedar 
panel for a local public school in 
2009 and enjoyed the experience of 
working with each other. This is their 
second piece together and Ray’s first 
opportunity to work with Nathan. 
It’s easy to see which artist worked 
on which section of the bench. 
One can think of this work as an 
“artistic cross-cultural conversation” 
captured in wood and paint with 
three very different styles circling 
around one unifying theme: the life-
giving Pacific Salmon.

neoprene fishing line, polyurethane, diamond plate aluminum, and deer toes

2014

One can think of 
this work as an 
“artistic cross-

cultural conversation” 
captured in wood 

and paint with three 
very different styles 
circling around one 
unifying theme: the 

life-giving Pacific 
Salmon.



A colonizer myself, I grew up in the Deep South, dreaming 
much as Mark Twain’s Huck Finn a century before, of 
avoiding becoming too “civilized,” and of lighting out 
for wild places and having adventures with the folks who 
belonged in them and knew how to thrive there.

That dream came true when I moved to Alaska, almost 
forty years ago. Just about everything important I learned 
about how to relate to this place grew out of hunting, 
fishing, and teaching art alongside two of Alaska’s best 
and most important Native artists—Glen Simpson and Ron 
Senungetuk.

I have marveled at the artwork of both, but even more at 
the way these two remarkable artists, craftsmen, hunters, 

One of Alaska’s best-known 
artists for almost four decades, 
Kesler Woodward has made 
images of and about the 
Circumpolar North from 
Hudson Bay in the Canadian 
Arctic to all parts of Alaska, 
the Bering Sea, and Russia’s 
Siberian coast. His work is 
included in all major public 
art collections in Alaska and 
in museums, corporate, and 
private collections on both 
coasts of the United States. He 
served as Expedition Artist for 
the Harriman Alaska Expedition 
Retraced in 2001 and as Denali 
National Park’s first Artist-in-
Residence in 2002, received the 
first Alaska Governor’s Award 
for Lifetime Achievement in the 
Arts in 2004, and was named 
the Rasmuson Foundation 
Alaska Distinguished Artist in 
2012. Since 2000, when he 
retired from teaching painting 
at the University of Alaska as 
Professor Emeritus, he has 
worked full-time in his studio in 
Fairbanks, Alaska.

K E S L E R  W O O D W A R D
Huck, Ron, and Me, acrylic on canvas, 25”H x 25”W (framed), 2015, collection of the Pratt Museum

fishermen, and teachers succeeded, and continue to 
succeed, in working well beyond the confines of their 
cultures of origin, while remaining firmly grounded in them.

I spent a lot of time in the woods, talking with them in tents, 
cabins, and around campfires before I realized just how 
hard that bridge between worlds was for them to build, 
and how even for them, it still has to be built day after day, 
one adventure and one work of art at a time.

When I think back on my friend Ron at the tiller of his boat 
a quarter century ago, gauging the wind and waters of 
Prince William Sound but clearly looking far beyond them,  
I still wonder what his sharp, far-seeing eyes were seeing.

To say that I am grateful would be an 
understatement. My ancestors thought of me when 
they made hard choices. Such as John Lanott who 
signed this certification that gave him “citizenship” 
and signed by five non-natives to confirm he had 
diminished any ties to his identity as a Native 
person. Of course this paper did not reflect his 
true intentions to make way for the future of his 
children.  We are the children and grandchildren of 
Lukaa.haadi (Sockeye Salmon) clan member John 
Thlunaut. During the early 1900s, the Alaska Native 
Brotherhood began building a way for Alaska 
Native people to gain basic rights of citizenship.  On 
January 2nd, of 1919, my great grandfather John 
Marks Tlunaut signed this document to became 
a “citizen” of the United States. It was through this 
document that an Alaska Native person could 
become a “citizen.” With approval and signatures 
of five peoples of the American government, 
educational system, military, and church, an Alaska 
Native, such as John Tlunaut, could gain the right 
to citizenship. Although this document states 
that my great grandfather had signed to disclaim 
his identity as an “Alaskan Indian,” he did not 
disclaim his identity as a Tlingit.  Tlunaut wanted 
to sign this document as means to gain the right 
to vote.  In 1924, the Alaska Native Citizenship Act 
passed. Secretly, we keep our traditional practices  
(potlatches and ceremonies) while we learned how 
to better use education, voting, and our citizenship 
as a way to protect our culture and our children. 
One of the core values of the Tlingit people is Haa 
shagóon, which means our relationship to the past, 
present, and future generations.  We have strong 
ties to our ancestors, and we have to honor them 
for giving us life.  We also have the responsibility to 
our future generations.  We must protect our land 
and culture for our children and grandchildren and 
those to come. 

Crystal is Tlingit and Deg Hit’an Athabascan.  Crystal is from Juneau and 
Fairbanks, Alaska.  She currently works with skin sewing, kiln-cast glass, 
printmaking, painting, and silversmithing. Crystal holds a Bachelor of 
Fine Art in Studio Arts from the Institute of American Indian Arts. Today 
Crystal lives in Juneau as co-owner of Trickster Company, an innovative 
Indigenous design company focused on the Northwest Coast art and 
exploration of themes and issues in Native culture.

C R Y S T A L  R O S E 
D E M I E N T I E F F  W O R L

Citizenship, gouache paint and charcoal pencil, 35 3/4H” x 27 3/4”W framed, 2015, collection of the Pratt Museum

One of the core values of the Tlingit 
people is Haa shagóon, which means our 

relationship to the past, present, and 
future generations.



Alaskan decolonization is in the slow process of evolving.

Chrysalis:  From The Adaptation Series interprets this evolution within the 
context of America’s policies.  We are ever the moth waiting to be freed 
from the hard case of the chrysalis.

The horse collar frames our shared history of colonization.  No matter our 
individual stance, we are all forced to pull the load of our history.  The 
bullet casings reference the chrysalis that must be shed for our continued 
growth.

The artwork questions whether our current policies support our continued 
evolution.  Are we finally emerging?  Or will the hard, chrysalis case 
submerge society’s chance to escape the repercussions and case for 
colonization?

Sheila Wyne is a visual artist whose studio work 
has been shown across the state, the Lower 48 
and overseas. In the last 15 years, Wyne has also 
worked as a set designer with theatre companies 
in Alaska and the Northwest. She is currently a 
Core Member with The Light Brigade. Wyne has 
been awarded a national NEA/TCG Fellowship 
in set design, a Rasmuson Artist Fellowship, a 
Boochever Fellowship and the Alex Combs Artist 
Award. She has also received grants from Alaska 
State Council on the Arts, the NASE Development 
Program, the Rasmuson Foundation, ArtPlace 
Creative Placemaking, the Andy Warhol and 
Rockefeller Foundations. In 2009 Wyne received 
the Governor’s Award for Individual Artist.

S H E I L A  W Y N E
Chrysalis: From the Adaption Series, saddle, bullet casings, plaster, 24”W x 36”H x 8”D, 2015

Fishskin Workshop
with Joel Isaak

Participants will skin a whole 
salmon and make a project from 
its skin. This is a workshop for 
people of all ages and skills to 
work in intergenerational groups. 
You may come with family 
members, bring friends who are 
a generation older or younger 
than you, or work with others 
of a different generation whom 
you meet at the workshop. The 
class is free to youth ages 21 and 
under. The class is two sessions. 
The first,  two hours, involves 
skinning the fish, scraping the 
skin, and washing the skin.  The 
second day, approximately four 
hours,  students will sew the skins.  
Isaak will teach two customary 
water tight stitches. Students can 
choose to make a project based 
on examples Isaak presents or we 
work together to make a unique 
construction. Students will be 
receiving a fish as part of the 
workshop. Joel will demonstrate 
several styles of filleting fish 
which students can try. Students 
should bring a filet knife, a metal 
spoon, and a sewing kit as well 
as small scrap pieces of fabric, 
buttons, beads, or materials 
students may want to incorporate 
into the sewing project. Joel 
Isaak’s fishskin workshop is made 
possible with a grant from The 
CIRI Foundation, A Journey to 
What Matters. 

Objects of Importance
with Melissa Shaginoff 

The Athabascan puberty necklace, 
Kaggkaggos ts’en zuuł (Swan 
Wingbone/Drinking Tube) is an 
object that represents a woman’s 
power. During her menstruation 
she uses the necklace and various 
implements to protect herself and 
the community, to retain balance. 
The puberty necklace was created 
for each woman by her family 
in reverence to her importance 
within the community. This class 
will investigate that reverence 
through a form of self-portraiture 
when considering objects 
that represent and protect our 
power in a contemporary sense. 
Participants will bring their own 
objects of importance and as a 
class we will explore the different 
forms in which we can integrate 
our objects into a piece of art. This 
is a workshop for people ages 
13 and above to work in small, 
intergenerational groups. You may 
come with family members, bring 
a friend who is a generation older 
or younger than you, or work with 
others of a different generation 
whom you meet at the workshop. 
The class is free to youth ages 21 
and under. Please bring an object 
about the size of your palm that 
is important to you.  The class is 
approximately four hours long. 
This workshop is sponsored by 
The CIRI Foundation with support 
from A Journey to What Matters. 

“I want to be on the land my ancestors 
dug into, pulled from, rose up from 
and fell into. I want to be on this land 
listening, and I also want to let the land 
be.”  – Emily Johnson

Yup’ik Alaska artist Emily Johnson 
is a dancer, writer, storyteller and 
choreographer. She is Artistic Director 
of Catalyst based in Minneapolis. 
Johnson founded Catalyst, in 1998, 
after graduating from the University 
of Minnesota with a degree in dance. 
Since then, she has created 22 original 
performance pieces, as well as several 
collaborative projects with other artists. 
Johnson’s work is distinguished by 
community involvement in particular 
located places. Her most recent work 
is SHORE, the third part of a trilogy of 
works that began with The Thank-you 
Bar (2009) and Niicugni (2012), all 
of which were presented at  Bunnell 
Street Arts Center with support from 
the Alaska State Council on the Arts, 
Rasmuson Foundation, WESTAF, 
National Endowment for the Arts and 
New England Foundation for the Arts.
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Dance and Storytelling
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